**(See the Major Article by Byington et al on pages 1217--24.)**

In this issue of *Clinical Infectious Diseases*, Byington et al report on findings from the BIG-LoVE (Better Identification of Germs Longitudinal Viral Epidemiology) study \[[@CIV487C1]\]. Based on serial molecular testing for respiratory viruses carried out on a defined population, BIG-LoVE provides a wealth of information about the relationship between respiratory symptoms and respiratory viral infection. The study stands squarely in the tradition of the historic community-based studies of viral respiratory infection, including the Cleveland Family study \[[@CIV487C2]\], the Tecumseh study \[[@CIV487C3]\], and the New York and Seattle Virus Watches \[[@CIV487C4], [@CIV487C5]\]. Those studies, which were based on viral culture and/or serology, established our current conceptual framework for the community epidemiology of viral respiratory tract infection. BIG-LoVE is one of a new generation of community-based studies \[[@CIV487C6]\] that "flesh out" that framework by using molecular methods that are more sensitive than previous methods.

BIG-LoVE resembles the classic studies by being community based, with specimens obtained from study participants on a regular basis, regardless of the presence or absence of symptoms, but the study stands out by virtue of the intensity of virologic and clinical surveillance undertaken. A total of 108 individuals in 26 households from the University of Utah campus community provided symptom diaries and self-collected anterior nasal swab samples weekly for 52 consecutive weeks. Diaries also included information on absence from work or school and on medical visits. To the credit of the investigative team, diaries and specimens were available for analysis from 77% of episodes. Each week was characterized with regard to occurrence of illness based on the symptom diary and presence or absence of respiratory viruses as measured by the molecular test. Illness episodes were defined as continuous periods of presence of symptoms, and virus episodes were defined as continuous periods of detection of the same virus.

While the study has the significant strengths described above, it also has limitations. The numbers of households and participants were relatively small. In addition, the study was confined to a single community during a single year. With participants being recruited from a university community, the study population was probably more educated and from a higher socioeconomic stratum than the general US population. The molecular test was a developmental version of the FilmArray Respiratory Panel multiplex respiratory panel \[[@CIV487C7]\], and the performance characteristics of this test version were not provided. Each of these factors suggests caution in generalizing the results of the findings. Furthermore, molecular detection of viral nucleic acid is not conclusive proof of active infection. With these caveats in mind, the study nevertheless provides highly useful information. Molecular detection is rapidly becoming the major method used for detection of respiratory viruses in clinical settings, and BIG-LoVE provides data that will help clinicians interpret the results of current molecular assays.

Like previous studies \[[@CIV487C6], [@CIV487C8]\], BIG-LoVE documents the impressive frequency of respiratory symptoms and infection with respiratory viruses that are present in the community at any given time. Respiratory symptoms were present in 38% of person-weeks for children aged \<5 years and 20% of person-weeks for older children and adults. Participants experienced a mean of 5 respiratory illness episodes per year, with more in children aged \<5 years. Sixty percent of respiratory illness episodes were associated with detection of 1 or more viruses. Interestingly, virus-positive episodes were no more likely to be associated with missed school and/or work than virus-negative episodes. The illness that occurred was relatively mild, requiring only 2 emergency department visits and no hospitalizations. Viruses were detected in 50% of all person-weeks for children aged \<5 years, 25% for children 5--17 years, and 16% for adults. Of the virus episodes, the 3 most common viruses were rhinovirus, bocavirus, and coronavirus. Strikingly, these 3 viruses were present in 99% of virus-positive weeks. Rhinovirus was detected at least once in 100 of the 108 study participants. The more highly pathogenic viruses were much less common, with influenza A and respiratory syncytial virus accounting for only 5% and 2% of episodes, respectively. Fifty-six percent of virus-positive episodes and 56% of rhinovirus-positive episodes were associated with symptoms, meaning that 44% were asymptomatic. For other viruses, the proportion of episodes that was symptomatic ranged from 83% for human metapneumovirus to 46% for bocavirus.

Some of the most useful data from BIG-LoVE was related to duration of polymerase chain reaction (PCR) positivity during virus-positive episodes. Overall, 83% of virus-positive episodes were PCR positive for less than 2 weeks, and the mean duration of positivity was 1.7 weeks. Among the 17% of episodes that were positive for 3 weeks or longer, 82% were accounted for by rhinovirus or bocavirus. Of the 416 rhinovirus-positive episodes, the mean duration of PCR positivity was less than 2 weeks, but 22% of episodes were positive for 3 weeks or longer. Likewise for bocavirus, the mean duration of positivity was less than 2 weeks, but 14% of 151 episodes remained positive for 3 or more weeks. A limitation of this analysis is that since the rhinoviruses were not typed, it was not possible to distinguish between continuous positivity of a single infection vs 2 or more closely spaced infections with different rhinovirus types. In a recent report by Loeffelholz et al, 14.5% of episodes of rhinovirus positivity in infants aged \<1 year were actually consecutive infections with 2 or more different rhinovirus types \[[@CIV487C9]\]. Based on the findings from BIG-LoVE, the authors conclude that prolonged PCR positivity in acute respiratory infection may confound the interpretation of a positive PCR test.

Thus, the findings from BIG-LoVE illustrate a fundamental limitation of pathogen-based diagnosis; namely, that detection of a pathogen does not prove that it is the cause of the patient\'s illness. While discussions about distinguishing between bacterial colonization and active infection are not new, the recent introduction of sensitive molecular tests for respiratory and gastrointestinal viruses has added a viral dimension to this discussion. In this regard, rhinovirus is especially problematic. This virus is increasingly respected as a legitimate respiratory pathogen that causes lower airway as well as upper airway disease \[[@CIV487C10]\] but is also detected frequently in asymptomatic young children \[[@CIV487C11]\]. Clinicians receiving reports that their patients are positive for rhinovirus are frequently perplexed about the significance of the finding. Given the high background rate of PCR positivity in asymptomatic individuals, a clinician may not be convinced that rhinovirus is causing the patient\'s illness and may feel compelled to prescribe an antibiotic in case there is bacterial coinfection.

An appealing approach to escaping from this conundrum is to query the host response. In an effort to go beyond traditional biomarkers such as C-reactive protein and procalcitonin, several groups have investigated host gene expression in peripheral blood leukocytes and shown differences in response to viral vs bacterial infection or in response to symptomatic vs asymptomatic infection \[[@CIV487C12]\]. Proteomics and metabolomics provide alternative paths for evaluating host response. An approach that combines pathogen detection with characterization of host response may get us closer to the ultimate goal, that is, a test or set of tests that will inform clinicians regarding the need for antibiotic therapy. This capability would empower clinicians to withhold antibiotics when bacterial infection was unlikely and would be the key to lessening the current overuse of antibiotics to treat viral respiratory infections \[[@CIV487C17]\].
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